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blankets, bundles—and people. Some are lying on benches, others inside boxes. Two of the men, Calvin and
Buddy, offer to share their shelter, and Clay is grateful to have a place to stay during the bitter November
cold. Before long, Calvin, Buddy, and Clay form a family amid the threatening dangers and despair of the
streets. Clay knows that leaving the streets and going into foster care means that he may never see his
parents again. But if he stays, he may not survive at all. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults, this acclaimed
novel offers an intensely moving and candid look at the all-too-real lives of homeless teens.
100 Top Picks for Homeschool Curriculum Cathy Duffy 2005 A critical volume for the homeschooling
community that helps parents make informed choices regarding learning styles and curriculum
Bridge to Terabithia, by Katherine Paterson Olive S. Niles 1982 Includes a pre- and post- reading
activities, vocabulary, discussion questions, a list of sensitive issues raised in the novel, and answers.
A Guide for Using Bridge to Terabithia in the Classroom John Carratello 1991 This book provides activities
and guides for using the novel "Bridge to Terabithia" in the classroom.
Bridge to Terabithia Close Reading and Text-Dependent Questions Jessica Case 2014-10-01 Students
analyze Bridge to Terabithia using key skills from the Common Core. Close reading of the text is required to
answer text-dependent questions. Included are student pages with the text-dependent questions as well as
suggested answers.
More Novels and Plays Janet Evans Worthington 2000 Entries for thirty novels and plays each include a
brief plot summary, an appraisal of the work's reputation, lists of themes and literary concepts, titles for
outside reading, discussion questions, and suggested activities for students.
A Reader's Guide to Bridge to Terabithia Brit Munsterteiger 2014-04-22 Our Reader's Guide to Bridge to
Terabithia is a book guide that is designed to support students as they read novels independently. It helps
to guide them through each chapter and allows them to check their understanding of what is happening in
the book as they read, not just at the very end of the book. Our Reader's Guides include: -A explanation of
each section of the book guide that provides suggestions about how best to use each section to boost
comprehension. -An explanation of the genre of the book. -Various background materials that will help to
provide a better understanding of the context of the story. -A summary of the entire book so you have a
good idea of the major events that take place in the story. -An in-depth look at the themes that will be
developed throughout the book. -"Big Idea" Questions that are designed to give you a sense of the
overarching questions you should be able to answer after finishing the book. -A guide to the chapter
sections so you know how best to use them as you read this book. Each chapter guide includes: -Important
vocabulary you should know before reading the chapter. -A summary of the chapter so that you can make
sure you remember all of the important events from that chapter. -Text-Based Questions with example
responses: These questions are basic recall questions. Each question comes with a sample answer so you
have a good idea of what a good answer would be. -Critical Thinking Questions with example responses:
These questions push you to think about the events of the chapter in a more challenging way. Each
question comes with a sample answer so you have a good idea of what a good answer would be. -Theme
Based Questions with example responses: These questions are designed to help you connect the events of
the chapter to the development of the themes throughout the story. Each question comes with a sample
answer so you have a good idea of what a good answer would be.-Making Connections Questions: These
questions challenge you to make connections between the events of the story and things that may have

Tilly, Tom and Tiny and the Night-time Funny-noise Adventure Andrew Davenport 1995 Tilly, Tom
and Tiny from Tots TV have adventures in these pocket-sized books
Bridge to Terabithia Vocabulary Activities Jessica Case 2014-10-01 These vocabulary activities for
Bridge to Terabithia incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The activities integrate vocabulary with
a study of the text. Includes text-dependent questions, definitions, and text-based sentences.
Bridge to Terabithia - Literature Kit Gr. 5-6 Marie-Helen Goyetche 2007-02-01 Travel to an imaginary land
to discover the true power of friendship and the heartache of loss. Provide open-ended application and
journal prompts to excite students about the reading. Make a prediction on what the story will be about
based solely on the front cover of the novel. Put events in order that led to the creation of Terabithia. Find
the meaning of vocabulary words, then use each word in a sentence. Students describe how they would
respond to someone bullying them. Then, students create their own imaginary place like Terabithia. Keep
track of events as they happen month by month in the novel with an Events Calendar graphic organizer.
Aligned to your State Standards, additional crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key
are also included. About the Novel: A dramatic and fascinating story of friendship! Jesse Aarons is a fourth
grader who loves to run. Once the fastest and best runner at Lark Creek Elementary School in Virginia,
until he was challenged by a girl—Leslie Burke. Leslie and her parents were new to this community, and
they soon became best friends; their relationship was a strong one. Then, Leslie gets a great idea to create
Terabithia, a secret place in the woods only for themselves. One day, while Jesse is not there, Leslie tries to
cross the bridge to Terebithia, but falls in and drowns. When Jesse finds out, he is devastated. Soon after,
the Burke family moves away, but Jesse believes that she has taught him something.
Collaborative Explorations of Character Experience Don K. Philpot 2022 Collaborative Explorations of
Character Experience focuses on the experiences of fictional young people in eight middle grade novels.
The experiences of these individuals are examined in chapters 1-8, and instructional options are presented
in chapter 9 for collaborative explorations of character experience in middle grade language arts
classrooms.
The Same Stuff as Stars Katherine Paterson 2003 Angel's dad is in jail and her mum's abandoned her and
her little brother at their great-grandmother's crumbling farmhouse. Grandma can't even look after herself,
let alone two children, so Angel finds that it's left up to her. In a dreary and lonely world there is only one
bright spot - amysterious stranger who appears on clear nights to teach Angel all about the stars.*
Katherine Paterson is an internationally acclaimed author who has won the Newbery Medal (twice), the
National Book Award for Children's Literature (USA) twice, and the prestigious Hans Christian Andersen
Award
Monkey Island Paula Fox 2016-06-28 Eleven-year-old Clay must find a home on the streets of New York
City in this award-winning, heartbreakingly honest novel. He was eleven years old, and he had never felt so
alone in his life. Clay Garrity lived a normal life until his father lost his job and abandoned the family. Now
his pregnant mother has deserted him too, leaving Clay alone in a welfare hotel with a jar of peanut butter
and half a loaf of bread. Fearing being placed in foster care, Clay runs away. Alone in the city, Clay
wanders down streets with boarded-up buildings and through dark alleys, until he comes to a small
triangular park that looks like an island in a stream. In the light of a street lamp, he sees cardboard boxes,
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happened to them in their own lives. Everyone's experiences are unique, so there are no sample answers
here.
Jip Katherine Paterson 2005 After Jip is sent to live in a poor town, he makes his living by tending to the
animals on the farm, but his quiet life is disturbed when a strange man comes around claiming he knows
Jip's father. Reissue.
Critical Reading Activities for the Works of Katherine Paterson Jennifer Blanchard 2000
My Father's Dragon Ruth Stiles Gannett 2021-01-01 One cold rainy day when my father was a little boy, he
met an old alley cat on his street. The cat was very drippy and uncomfortable so my father said, "Wouldn't
you like to come home with me?" This surprised the cat—she had never before met anyone who cared about
old alley cats—but she said, "I'd be very much obliged if I could sit by a warm furnace, and perhaps have a
saucer of milk."
A Parent's Guide to Bridge to Terabithia Brit Munsterteiger 2014-04-22 Our Parent's Guide to Bridge to
Terabithia is a comprehensive book guide that allows you work with your child on this text without actually
having to read the book yourself. It is designed to allow you to talk about what your child has read and be
confident in assessing their responses. It will allow you to get a sense of how well your child understand
what they read and also how to support them in boosting their comprehension. Our book guides for parents
include: -A explanation of each section of the book guide that provides suggestions about how best to use
each section to boost your child's comprehension. -An explanation of the genre of the book. -Various
background materials that will help to provide a better understanding of the context of the story. -A
summary of the entire book so you have a good idea of the major events that take place in the story. -An indepth look at the various themes that will be developed throughout the book and what types of questions to
ask your child as you explore these themes together. -"Big Idea" Questions that are designed to give you a
sense of the deeper understands your child should take away from reading this book. -An overview of the
developmental concepts that apply to children of this age and what happens in the story. It is designed to
inform you about where children typically are in developing their concept of the larger world and how best
to work with them to further this development as they explore the events in the story and how it applies to
their own understanding and world view. -A guide to the chapter sections so you know how best to use
them as your child reads this text. Each chapter guide includes: -Important vocabulary your child show
know before reading the chapter so that it doesn't get in the way of their comprehension -A detailed
summary of the chapter so that you can be familiar with the events from the chapter without having to read
it yourself -Text-Based Questions with example responses: These questions address the events of the story
with basic recall questions. Each question comes with a sample answer so you have a good idea of what
your child should say in response to these questions. -Critical Thinking Questions with example responses:
These questions push your child to think about the events of the chapter in a more challenging way. Each
question comes with a sample answer so you have a good idea of what your child should say in response to
these questions. -Theme Based Questions with example responses: These questions are designed to help
child connect the events of the chapter to the development of the themes throughout the story. Each
question comes with a sample answer so you have a good idea of what your child should say in response to
these questions. -Making Connections Questions: These questions challenge your child to make connections
between the events of the story and things that may have happened to them in their own lives. Everyone's
experiences are unique, so there are no sample answers here. Once you arrive at these questions, you'll
have a good idea of what an appropriate response would be like.
A Taste of Blackberries Doris Buchanan Smith 1992-04-24 What do you do without your best friend? Jamie
isn't afraid of anything. Always ready to get into trouble, then right back out of it, he's a fun and
exasperating best friend. But when something terrible happens to Jamie, his best friend has to face the
tragedy alone. Without Jamie, there are so many impossible questions to answer -- how can your best friend
be gone forever? How can some things, like playing games in the sun or the taste of the blackberries that
Jamie loved, go on without him?
Bridge to Terabithia (eBook) Janice K. Rugg-Davis 1994-09-01 This teaching unit helps introduce fine
literature to students with a wide range of reading abilities. Each teaching unit promotes oral and written
language proficiency through discussion questions and writing assignments that develop comprehension,
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application, synthesis, and evaluation skills. Reproducible pages contain classroom-tested activities that
reinforce thinking skills while introducing the concept of analysis through class discussion. Extensive
background information is provided for the teacher; students are presented with the elements of fiction,
including setting, characterization, plot, point of view, and theme.
A Guide for Using Holes in the Classroom Belinda Zampino 2000-06-01 A Guide for using with "Holes" The
Stephens Library has multiple copies of the novel for use with a small group. Suitable for Upper primary or
Lower secondary.
LitPlan Teacher Pack for Bridge to Terabithia Janine H. Sherman 1997 Essentially a complete teacher's
manual for the novel, this LitPlan Teacher Pack includes lesson plans and reproducible resource materials
for Bridge To Terabithia by Katherine Paterson. It includes: Daily Lessons, Short answer study questions,
Multiple choice quiz questions, Vocabulary worksheets for each reading assignment, 3 detailed writing
assignments, Individual and group activities, Critical thinking discussion questions, 5 unit tests (2 short
answer, 2 multiple choice, 1 advanced), Evaluation forms, Review puzzles & games, Bulletin board ideas,
Reproducible student materials, and more!
Flying Solo Ralph J. Fletcher 2008 Rachel, having chosen to be mute following the sudden death of a
classmate, shares responsibility with the other sixth-graders who decide not to report that the substitute
teacher failed to show up.
Bridge to Terabithia: An Instructional Guide for Literature Jessica Case 2014-09-01 Young readers
will love this wonderful story of two lonely children who become friends and create an imaginary magical
forest kingdom to escape their troubles together. Bridge to Terabithia: An Instructional Guide for Literature
is filled with challenging cross-curricular activities and lessons that rigor to your students' explorations of
this rich, complex literature. Use this resource to teach students how to analyze story elements in multiple
ways, practice close reading, improve text-based vocabulary, and determine meaning through textdependent questions. Strengthen your students' literacy skills by implementing this high-interest resource
in your classroom!
Bridge to Terabithia Scholastic, Inc. Staff 1997-06 Study and lesson plan guide to accompany the book
Bridge to Terabithia by Katherine Paterson.
Bridge to Terabithia Novel Literature Unit Study and Lapbook Teresa Lilly 2014-04-29 This unit study
offers many wonderful activities to use while having students read the book, but the book is not included.
The entire unit also offers the ability to create a lapbook if you print out some of the pages. There are
between 6 and 10 lessons. Activities in this lesson include Fill in the Blank, Multiple Choice, True and False,
Comprehension, Encyclopedia Skills Activity, Journal Activity, Vocabulary, Sequencing, Handwriting, Main
Idea, Prediction, Comparison Literature Skills Activities including: Main Character, Main Setting, Main
Problem, Possible Solutions, Character Traits, Character Interaction, Cause and Effect, Description,
Pyramid of Importance, Villain vs. Hero. Creative Writing Activities including: Letter, Fairy Tale, Mystery,
Science Fiction, Fable, Dream or Nightmare, Tall Tale, Memoir, Newberry Award, A Different Ending.
Writing Skills Activities including: Description, Expository, Dialogue, Process, Point of View, Persuasion,
Compare and Contrast, Sequel, Climax and Plot Analysis. Poetry Skills Activities including: Couplet, Triplet,
Quinzain, Haiku, Cinquain, Tanka, Diamante, Lantern and Shape Poem. Create a Newspaper Layout
Activities including: Editorial, Travel, Advice Column, Comics, Society News, Sports, Obituary, Weddings,
Book Review, Want Ads, Word Search. Poster Board Activities including: Collage, Theater Poster, Wanted
Poster, Coat of Arms, Story Quilt, Chalk Art, Silhouette, Board Game Construction, Door Sign, Jeopardy.
The unit has many activities which can be generally used with other books along with the specific questions
and comprehension for this book. www.hshighlights.com offers over 200 great unit studies in PDF format as
well.
In the Year of the Boar and Jackie Robinson Bette Bao Lord 2019-04-02 A timeless classic that will enchant
readers who love Jennifer L. Holm and Thanhhà Lại, about an immigrant girl inspired by the sport she loves
to find her own home team—and to break down any barriers that stand in her way. Shirley Temple Wong
sails from China to America with a heart full of dreams. Her new home is Brooklyn, New York. America is
indeed a land full of wonders, but Shirley doesn't know any English, so it's hard to make friends. Then a
miracle happens: baseball! It's 1947, and Jackie Robinson, star of the Brooklyn Dodgers, is a superstar.
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Suddenly Shirley is playing stickball with her class and following Jackie as he leads the Brooklyn Dodgers to
victory after victory. With her hero smashing assumptions and records on the ball field, Shirley begins to
feel that America is truly the land of opportunity—and perhaps has also become her real home.
Christian Home Educators' Curriculum Manual Cathy Duffy 1995-07 Cathy Duffy draws upon her many
years of home education experience, both in teaching and researching curriculum, to bring us the most
thorough and useful book available on teaching teenagers at home.
On My Honor Marion Dane Bauer 1987 Joel dares his best friend, Tony, to a swimming race in a
dangerous river. Both boys jump in, but when Joel reaches the sandbar, he finds Tony has vanished. How
can he face their parents and the terrible truth?
Bridge to Terabithia Katherine Paterson 2009-10-06 The 40th anniversary edition of the classic Newbery
Medal-winning title by beloved author Katherine Paterson, with brand-new bonus materials including an
author's note by Katherine herself and a foreword by New York Times bestselling author Kate DiCamillo.
Jess Aarons has been practicing all summer so he can be the fastest runner in the fifth grade. And he
almost is, until the new girl in school, Leslie Burke, outpaces him. The two become fast friends and spend
most days in the woods behind Leslie's house, where they invent an enchanted land called Terabithia. One
morning, Leslie goes to Terabithia without Jess and a tragedy occurs. It will take the love of his family and
the strength that Leslie has given him for Jess to be able to deal with his grief. Bridge to Terabithia was
also named an ALA Notable Children’s Book and has become a touchstone of children’s literature, as have
many of Katherine Paterson’s other novels, including The Great Gilly Hopkins and Jacob Have I Loved.
Bridge to Terabithia Lit Link Gr. 4-6
Maniac Magee Jerry Spinelli 2014-01-28 A Newbery Medal winning modern classic about a racially divided
small town and a boy who runs. Jeffrey Lionel "Maniac" Magee might have lived a normal life if a freak
accident hadn't made him an orphan. After living with his unhappy and uptight aunt and uncle for eight
years, he decides to run--and not just run away, but run. This is where the myth of Maniac Magee begins, as
he changes the lives of a racially divided small town with his amazing and legendary feats.
Bridge to Terabithia Charlotte Jaffe 1996-01-01 Teacher's guide based on Katherine Paterson's Bridge to
Terabithia that includes essays, questions, activities, glossary, and answer key.
Bridge to Terabithia Novel Units Student Packet Gloria Levine 2019-07-15 Contains masters to be used in
the classroom to accompany the reading of Bridge to Terabithia by Katherine Paterson.
Bridge to Terabithia Leveled Comprehension Questions Jessica Case 2014-10-01 These leveled discussion
questions about Bridge to Terabithia require students to read closely, make connections, and share their
analyses. Included are leveled comprehension questions and suggested answers.
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I Am the Cheese Robert Cormier 2013-03-19 Before there was Lois Lowry’s The Giver or M. T. Anderson’s
Feed, there was Robert Cormier’s I Am the Cheese, a subversive classic that broke new ground for YA
literature. A boy’s search for his father becomes a desperate journey to unlock a secret past. But the past
must not be remembered if the boy is to survive. As he searches for the truth that hovers at the edge of his
mind, the boy—and readers—arrive at a shattering conclusion. “An absorbing, even brilliant job. The book
is assembled in mosaic fashion: a tiny chip here, a chip there. . . . Everything is related to something else;
everything builds and builds to a fearsome climax. . . . [Cormier] has the knack of making horror out of the
ordinary, as the masters of suspense know how to do.”—The New York Times Book Review “A horrifying
tale of government corruption, espionage, and counter espionage told by an innocent young victim. . . . The
buildup of suspense is terrific.”—School Library Journal, starred review An ALA Notable Children’s Book A
School Library Journal Best Book of the Year A Horn Book Fanfare A Library of Congress Children’s Book of
the Year A Colorado Blue Spruce Young Adult Book Award Nominee
Bridge to Terabithia Charlotte Jaffe 1991-01-01 Teacher's guide based on Katherine Paterson's Bridge to
Terabithia includes essay and multiple choice questions, activities, glossary, and answer key.
Bridge to Terabithia Post-Reading Activities Jessica Case 2014-10-01 These assessment questions for
Bridge to Terabithia are modeled after current testing models requiring students to revisit the text for
answers. Students have to support their opinions and inferences with examples from the text.
A Guide for Using Bridge to Terabithia in the Classroom, Based on the Novel Written by Katherine Paterson
John Carratello 1991 Teaching literature unit based on the popular children's story, Bridge to Terabithia.
A Guide for Using the Great Gilly Hopkins in the Classroom Colleen Dabney 1999-06-01 Using the
novel The Great Gilly Hopkins and lessons plans to coordinate activities in the classroom.
Bridge to Terabithia Janine Sherman 1997-01-01 LitPlan Teacher Packs have a foundation of materials
for teaching works of literature. Over one hundred pages including short answer study questions, multiple
choice quiz questions, discussion questions, writing assignments, vocabulary worksheets, daily lessons, unit
tests, games, puzzles, review materials, bulletin board ideas, and much more.
Teaching Reading in Middle School Laura Robb 2000 In this resource, you'll get the "big picture" of
teaching reading in the middle school, including research, as well as the practical details you need to help
every student become a better reader. Veteran teacher Laura Robb shares how to: teach reading strategies
across the curriculum; present mini-lessons that deepen students' knowledge of how specific reading
strategies work; help kids apply the strategies through guided practice; support struggling readers with a
plan of action that improves their reading motivation; helps kids choose books that are at their instructional
level; organize a reading-writing workshop, and much more. For use with Grades 5 and Up.
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